ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

JIVARO

HEIGHT ADAPTATION PACKING SOLUTION
FOR ORDER PICKING APPLICATION

OPTIMIZED DIM WEIGHT
FACTOR
JIVARO produces an efficient
customized packing in order to
address DIM weight pricing.
Our Fully Automated Solution
greatly impacts on your shipping
rates, while decreasing labor costs.
By choosing JIVARO you get
an eco-friendly, reliable, cost/time/
space-saving technology.
Optimise your business operations
in real-time with JIVARO!

JIVARO is a parcel closing machine which adapts the
height of boxes to product dimensions, in order to
reduce the size of shipments.
JIVARO ensures, among others, secure shipping and
completely automated closing of boxes.

SECURE SHIPPING
Automated closing with lidding contributes to the good parcel
geometry and to its Inviolability during the transportation.

CONSUMABLE SAVINGS
Carton is adapted to the height of the products, which means
that extra wedging consumables are not needed anymore.

ENVIRONMENT ASSET
JIVARO is a concept respectful of the environment.
Thanks to JIVARO,
- optimization of truck filling; consequently, reduction in the
number of trucks on the roads and in CO2 emissions,
- easy recycling of empty cardboard,
- no plastic or other filling material to recycle.
Save up to 30% on the volume shipped!

JIVARO
5 BASIC STEPS OF JIVARO PROCESS

1

Box selection

3

Scoring top edge for volume reduction

5

2

Lidding
the carton

Measuring
the content height
and trimming the
4 corners

4

Folding excess carton flaps inward

USER-FRIENDLY HIGH-QUALITY PACKING

contact@savoye.com
Tél. +33 (0)3 80 54 40 00
www.savoye.com

PRODUCTION CAPACITY
JIVARO produces up to 14 cases / minute.
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More than 150 machines installed
for more than 80 customers 		
in the world.
Ideal for large amount of
activities:
- E-COMMERCE
- OFFICE SUPPLIES
- SPARE PARTS
- HEALTHCARE &
PHARMACEUTICALS
- INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
- TEXTILE
- PERFUMES AND COSMETICS

MAINTENANCE ORIENTED DESIGN
Open design of JIVARO allows an easy access for cleaning
and maintenance and all setting parameters are accessible for
modification on the control panel and remotely.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
- JIVARO adapts to the main types of carton
- Up to 4 lid magazines, allowing 4 types of customised boxes
- Ergonomic design: fast and simple lid magazine loading

SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

Design AGENCE

RECOGNITION
AND FIELD OF APPLICATION

JIVARO creates easy-to-open and easy-to-reuse packing that
ensures a successful customer experience.
Top flaps are folded without visible sticking increasing security
and quality of packing.

